Trending the trends: Eleven years of research

CORE
- Ethical technology & trust
- Horizon next

RISK
- DevSecOps & the cyber imperative
- Beyond the digital frontier

BUSINESS OF TECHNOLOGY
- Finance & the future of IT
- Architecture awakens

CLOUD & BLOCKCHAIN
- Connectivity of tomorrow
- NoOps in a serverless world

COGNITIVE & ANALYTICS
- Enterprise data sovereignty
- Machine intelligence

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE & DIGITAL REALITY
- Human experience platforms
- Digital reality

2020
- The new core
- CIO survey: Manifesting legacy

2019
- Risk implications
- Exponentials watch list

2018
- Core renaissance
- CIO as chief integration officer

2017
- Technical debt reversal
- Demystifying the ERP

2016
- Reinventing the ERP
- Cloud orchestration

2015
- Outside-in architecture
- Cloud orchestration

2014
- Almost-enterprise applications
- Cloud orchestration

2013
- The end of the death of ERP
- Cloud orchestration

2012
- Cyber Intelligence
- Cloud orchestration

2011
- Almost-enterprise applications
- Cloud orchestration

2010
- Services management
- Cloud orchestration